
Cloud Catching Machine 

Key Stage 2  

1 hour classroom lesson plan 
 

Learning Objectives 

To learn to how to visualize mechanisms and sequences of actions 
to invent a complex machine. 
 

Success Criteria 

 Most pupils will have designed a machine using                            
representations of mechanical objects.  

  Some will have made more progress and have designed more 
complex machines using more elaborate series of actions 
where consideration has been given to their effectiveness. 

Quick Starter/Intro  

Show the learners a copy of Leonardo’s drawing Mortars                        
bombarding a fortress. Ask them to study the drawing carefully to 
identify what the drawing is trying to represent. (It is his design for 
cannons that could fire showers of stones onto a fortress to defeat 
the enemy). As far as we know this was never built. You might want 
to discuss the implications of this design. It could potentially harm a 
lot of people, but also save lots of people who were being                 
threatened.  

Is this design a force for good or evil? Is it to defend innocent             
people or attack others? What are your thoughts and feelings about 
weapons such as this? Do we need them today in our world?  

Can we use machines for other, less harmful purposes? What             
machines do we use today that you can think of? (e.g. car engines, 
train or jet engines, cantilever bridges, ballpoint pen mechanisms.)  

Materials Needed  

 Copy of Leonardo da Vinci’s drawing Mortars bombarding a            
fortress (on final page). 

 A3 drawing paper, pencils and mechanical resource sheets 
provided. 

Curriculum Links (Key Stage 2) 

Science Enquiry, observations, drawings, diagrams, labels,             
predictions. 

Design Technology  Design innovative, functional products for 
a purpose using research and design criteria. Generate, develop 
and model ideas through discussion, sketches, diagrams. 

History Achievements of an Ancient Civilisation. 

Art & Design  To improve mastery of art and design techniques, 
including drawing. 
 

Possible Follow Up/Extension Work 

Design more machines using the worksheet provided. Can you think 
of some purposes other than war machines? What about machines 
to save the planet from climate change or feed the poor and                
hungry? Look at the drawings of Heath Robinson or Rube Goldberg 
for more ideas. 

Weblinks: https://www.heathrobinsonmuseum.org/williamheathrobinson 

https://www.heathrobinsonmuseum.org/williamheathrobinson


Lesson Activity 

Learners will have studied the drawing Mortars bombarding a             
fortress by Leonardo da Vinci and considered the effects of                   
machines as a force for good or harm. They should also have 
thought how machines are used for other purposes in today’s world 
for positive, beneficial effects. They might also have looked at the 
drawings and inventions of Heath Robinson and compared and         
contrasted them with Leonardo’s. 

This lesson requires them to study the handout Mechanical                  
Machines in order to invent an impossible machine. On the handout 
they will see a variety of mechanical objects. Their task is to copy 
the items on the sheet to invent:  

A Cloud Catching Machine  

They should imagine they have been commissioned to invent a             
machine that can catch rain clouds then transport them to areas of 
the country that require more rain.  

Working on A3 paper think about key things: How will the machine 
stand up? How will it move into position? How will it reach the 
clouds? How will it be able to suck the clouds up? How will it store 
the clouds? How will it deliver the clouds to the new area? 

All these things should be considered in their drawings. They are 
allowed three objects not shown on the sheet to help them, so they 
might draw a vacuum cleaner as one of their items for example.  

 

 

Mechanical Machines 
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